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'Music for peace: far beyond the message'

is a musical recreation on tine 25 assumptions

included in the document Towards a culture

of peace' written by the Fundacio per la Pau,

a Catalan NGO working for a world in peace.

Phlow.es: the Spanish free music magazine

has invited 25 artists/bands to arrange the

assumptions. The resulting songs, ranging

different and ocasionally rare styles, express

their message of commitment, respect and

tolerence for promoting the need of peace.





Things can change. History is open. Tine past

and tine present determine a part of tine future,

but we can invent part of tine future, and we can

and we want to liave influence on it.

About computah!:

After years of musical Studies, this member

of PENDRIVE label entered the World of

electronics in 1996. Soon after, he managed

to get the first devices to play, but it was not

until 2002 that his present project appeared.

Little by little he has achieved a characteristic

sound where he mixes gloomy and suffocating

pads with nice melodies and broken basis. He

recreates electronic athmospheres to which vj

Render renders image in his life performances.



The important historical changes are always

a long process, they are never simple dates

or punctual claims that can be achieved

with only one action. Usually, the important

historical changes are the result of the daily

and constant work of several generations.

But it is necessary to initiate them, to maintain

them and to build up over them. All through

the history, regarding all this social and

political "revolutionary" work, the humanity

has won huge challenges that have changed

life conditions all over the earth (abolition of

slavery replacing of the feudal system with

democratic rule, universal suffrage, etc.).

Jose Manuel p -^^

Berenguer

http://www.sonoscop.net/jmb

About Jose Manuel Berenguer:

Conductor of Caos and Musica 13, founder of

NauCoclea member of Academic Internationale

de Musique Electroacustique, president

of honour of International Conference of

Electroacustic Music CIM-UNESCO. Awarded

by I.F. Darmstadt, Gaudeamus Foundation,

I. Electroacustique Bourges, Fundazione

Russolo-Pratella, I. Rostrum of Electroacustic

Music CIM-UNESCO, festival of musiques

Contemporanies of Barcelona, RNE, Castilla-

La Mancha video Award and ARCO/BEEP

Electronic Art award.
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Public opinion is the main tool for leading

any change. An organized, active and well

informed public opinion has a strong power. In

the end, it is not governments who transform

societies, but societies who transform

governments.

Fernando

Lagreca

^S^'iMl http://www.greknoise.com
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About Fernando Lagreca:

Fernando Lagreca from Uruguay is asound

producer and designer, he has different

references in cd and net.albums (autoplate,

thinner, realaudio, sumodehouse). He has

lived in Barcelona since 2002, where he has

participated in different events such as the

Lem festival 2004, Invictro in its 4th,5th and 6th

editions, IV and V visual and sound show, bam,

etc. His works get us close to soft guitars and

processed voices, giving his melodies, usually

filled with melancholy and romanticism, a pop

course.
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people stay, conflicts arise.

The problem is not the conflict but the way we

face them. If people face conflicts in a positive

way, conflicts could be used for the progress

of the humanity That conflicts are unavoidable

should not worry us; the most important thing is

to avoid violence.

Sr.Aye

ipi
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Salvador Espana is Mr. Eye, a musician who

has worked in the development of his own

discourse since the late nineties. With well-

known languages like hip hop, downtempo

or IDM, he tries to get the listener close to

his world of rhythm and melody which is as

peculiar and unique as an aye-aye. For the

last few years he has colaborated in both the

creation and managing of Miga, a platform

that has encouraged the artistic diffusion

since 2004. During this time he has published

in netlabels and other labels such as Miga,

Plataforma-LTW, Minuendo, Addensor, Impar,

Homeworks Records, Audiovisualtheorem, etc



Log ILogical

Disorder

?j^mL^4m\ http://www.logicaldisorder.com
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About Logical Disorder:

Logical Disorder is tine name of tine tlierapy

tliat Javier Barrero uses to balance his

sinusoidal sense of duty. He develops sounds

partially focussed in the ambient and the post

industrialization, sometimes using phrases

with reminiscences of pop and epic funeral

melodies.



Violence is ineffective: it does not solve

conflicts, it just covers and hides them.

We must not mistake victory for solution. A

solution imposed by the use of force can only

be maintained by the use of force. When the

power ratio changes, conflicts arise again with

even more violence, resentment and hate.

History offers us many examples of violent

conflicts that reappear constantly
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The use of violence always causes pain

and suffering. As a minimal consequence, it

represents a real damage in order to avoid a

hypothetical one, and almost always, violence

causes a pain even stronger than the one it

tries to prevent. Violence is always a cruel and

inhuman method of degradation of the human

dignity, both for the one who suffers it and the

one who causes it. War is one of the strongest

sources of pain for human beings and, unlike

other causes, is the results of in a direct

decision that has been taken by someone,

somewhere. To make violence more difficult

every day is the responsibility of all of us.

mm,
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Although war sometime in the past was

considered as a minor harm nowadays is,

certainly, a major harm. The apparition of

military aviation, tine air bombing of cities, tine

massive destruction weapons and tine free flow

of light weapons have brought us, in current

wars, to a 90% of civil victims. So, who does

wars protect? Who are those protected by

the armies? If only we followed our instinct of

prudence and conservation, we would not use

technology and destruction tools in the 21st

century with the same mentality as we did in the

prehistoric era.

About Penca Catalogue:

Penca Catalogue is formed in 2002,where

Luis Sierra officially delights, after different

name and artistic management changes
,

always accompanied by people like "dot tape

dot", Bacanal Intruder", "NIJ" "Die Feske

Mench", "Lisboa", "Strand" and Sara Muniz

,
who provide him with all types of beautiful

instrumentations, voices and arrangements.

His career began in 2003 in the audiovisual

competition "Arenas Movedizas" (gijon) and

he has performed in dens such as "EL LO-FI"

and festivals like "LEV 08" and "SONAR 09".

Ordinary Pop, ruiditos, gaystep and bakalao.



Alex Martm

Security obsession creates insecurity. The

obsessive aim of eliminating risks is leading us

into a neurotic situation of increasing constant

anguish and into irrational actions that can

create new risks. Armament race is a clear

example: we can destroy the earth several

times!

About Alex Martin:

Alex Martin is a must in our electronic scene.

This prolific producer from Barcelona is one of

the most international Spanish artists regarding

club music. Alex has displayed a varied span

of names in his works for prestigious European

labels like F: Communications or Pagoda,

Playhouse, Klang, Pod or Hypnotism as well

as for Spanish labels like Cosmos, Boozo or

Minifunk, where he has published samples of

his best know projects: Full Duplex so as to

charge groovy house with disco smells to let

his most techno side loose. One of his latest

adventures has been to co-found micromusic



The concept of security only in a military

way is expensive and ineffective. World

military spending are around one billion US $

every year. With only the two per cent of this

amount it should be possible to eradicate

hunger in all the earth. These great expending,

in the best of the possibilities, will be futile.

And we should recognize that the use of these

weapons in a world war will be the worst of the

perspectives. We must ask ourselves whether

all this resources into military spending help us

to feel more protected or not. The prevention

of the violent conflict progression and the

work made for eradicating the situations

that make unavoidable the conflict violent

escalation (hunger, unfair economic imbalance,

unsustainable development, absence of social

welfare, etc.) are much cheaper and they offer

more security. Furthermore, it is more useful

because it helps to improve life conditions in

About Deefried:

They have won t

the least orthodox (

of organic textures t

sound sites. Jordi

decide to join efforts and inspiration in

Deefried, a proposal based on electronic

experimentation with non-electronic instruments

like guitars, bass and drums. An experience

with a cinema-like vocation, strenghtened with

abstarct images treated by the visual artist

Sandra Gonzalez. Their first performances have

been in festivals such as the Mostra de Art
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Arms production and its trade feed and

;>'!vf-^'^J^;^iv-^/:<^5!^^ worsen violent conflicts. Conflict roots usually

are complex and mixed, and arms dealing

helps them to lengthen and to worsen, if it does

not cause them directly. Both, the use of violent

conflict for private enrichment and the toleration

and promotion of this kind of trade by the

states, is an intolerable scandal.



Peace is a positive concept we shall build

up. Peace is not war absent. Peace is not

a casual matter but the result of different

conditions that are not easy to obtain. It is

essential to know which are those conditions

in order to prevent war and to help people to

build peace. Peace is difficult and fragile but

Peace is Possible. The Human Rights respect

and the promotion of a fair economic system

that assures decent life conditions for everyone,

are inseparable elements for building Peace. In

this sense, some critics to violent explosions, to

terrorist acts and even to some "humanitarian

actions", become hypocrisy if they are not

accompanied by a strong commitment to act

against the roots that cause violent and the will

of changing the situations that originate the

violence in conflicts.

About Bacanal Intruder:

Luis SoIis (Bacanal Intruder) has given himself

in to his unique sound world for more than 5

years. His music is defined as a rich patchwork

of references far beyond the pure mixture

of folk and electronics. After making himself

known with different ep's, limited editions and

netlabel releases which started in 2003 with

"Shake the Christmas Tree", Bacanal Intruder

settled his personal style with "Lulo" (Eglatine

2006), the synthesis and summit of his varied

mixture of pop, electronics, ambient, lo-fi

folk, post-rock and bossanova, and all this

strengthens his melodic character as well as

perfecting his experimental touch, turning

landscape enchanted with melancholy into a

cut of refreshing brightness,



the change to finish today. We do not ask for

the elimination of all the armies for tomorrow.

The change we promote is an historic process

that must not be improvised. We must chose

between following the same way or starting

to walk the opposite sense in order to change

step by step the wrong direction. It is not a

question of all or nothing, but it is necessary to

start changing something The are lot of small

steps that we can walk right now. but Konsumprodukt is his best known. He has

published a total of 23 works under different

names (Ellas Falken, Prosper Prowano, etc) in

different net-labels and other labels in Australia,

Germany Austria, France, Russia and USA.

He uses all kinds of sounds at hand from

different means like short-wave broadcastings,

docummentaries, street recordings, etc. His

sound is ironic and fun. His latest work is called

"Rumbero Elegante" and has been published in

the prestigious net-label Laridae.at.
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About Crisopa:

Crisopa is Santi Lizon, a musician living in

IVIadrid. He lias publislied different references

and contributions to compilations in the

following netlabels: persona-isia, plataforma-

Itw, add-sensor, miga, op3n, cold-room. He has

taken part in the festivals and events named

below:Coopcorp '07(Girona), Dia de Internet

2007 (Madrid), Wide Open Shut 2007 (Graz),

Efmera 2007 (Madrid), Nexo 2008 (Granada),

Plug 2009 (Barcelona).
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the force is to maintain it. If we give wortlny

life conditions to everyone, we will avoid lots

of violent conflicts. Investment on justice,

sustainable development, social security,

solidarity and ecology would lead us to a more

security situation than the one we get when the

majority of the resources are for military issues.

We must to go further in this conversion of the

resources.

About Salad:

Monoceros is the artistic name used by Joan

Male (Sant Marti d'Empuries, Girona). He has

published with labels like Expanding Records,

Cocoon, Sutemos, Phonobox, and he has

lately set up his own label called Imaginary

Nonexistent Records in order to publish his

works and make other artists known, working

as an artistic collective with licence Creative

Commons. He performed in Sonar 2005

besides having paralel projects like Salad.

^^^^^
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skills, in the research of alternative ways for

conflict resolution and transformation. Only with

a small part of the resources that are dedicated

to war research and war preparation we would

get more effectiveness on security issues.

Peace by peaceful ways is more effective,

economic and efficient than war.

About Hibrida:

Hibrida is not a rock band or an electronic

music formation. Its members pubish solo

records of experimental electronics in the

Hamsterloco label. From their ouset in 1995,

they have been incorporating different

strategies to their creative methods as

improvisation processes, wrting and rewriting,

relistening, found material, and their own

resources of electronic music creation, where

composition and production of a song often

happen at the same time. They have published

two works.
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There are already alternative models of

conflict resolution. We must remark that the

majority of conflicts are not solved by violent

ways. Modern state function is based in the

renounce of violence made by the citizens, who

delegate that use to the State. The State offers

them protection and a arbitration system in front

of daily conflicts (police and justice systems).

With all the malfunctions that we may identify,

this system is more rational and civilized than

the law of the strongest. We only have to ask

the states to do among them what they ask to

their citizens.
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From conflicts solving to conflict prevention

mentalities. It is necessary to transfer

resources to the creation and tine maintenance

of an early warning and conflict prevention

networks. In the same way as preventive

medicine does not consist in fulfill the

cupboard with medicine, conflict prevention

does not consist neither in militarize ourselves

more than the others nor in focusing only on

military issues. It is necessary to act over the

economic, social, cultural, ethic, borders,

ecological and political factors which are

previous to violent explosion and which are

the root of conflicts. Conflict intervention is

easier and more effective at the beginning of it,

instead of the intervention in the conflict when it

has arisen with all its virulence.

http://www.myspace.com/romingerband

iv^ri! About rominger:

•i'^?^ ' Although their sound is

r2^ . y.;^; peculiar, the universe of Perdi

is difficult to define. The band'j

Jr-v''?} includes electronics, pop

v;??XV:! ambient, free jazz or folk,

. bordering the circus. After publishing

' Californian label Vocoid

'>.\;q': Cafe" and in Pendrive, the trio has now

,. V \-*t''^,
presented "Music for Camping" for the net label

\ Miga from Granada. Their original proposal

has taken them to different dance halls and

i'^ '^S^'-' festivals. They have been part of Sonar 2009.
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From offensive armies to defensive armies.

The renounce of the armies to fit themselves

out with weapons and infrastructure that help

them to act out the own territory will help to

diminish the suspicions and international

tensions. This is a fore step, tiny but possible, in

the way towards the disappearance of all kind

of armies.
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From particular security to common security.

In the issue about security and international

conflicts, we must go forward in the sovereignty

and competence ease off from the state to

supranational bodies. Good steps in the right

direction would be:

- International Law Development.

- The creation of International Courts of Justice

and Arbitration with binding sentences.

- The transformation of human and economic

resources from Governmental armies to

International Peace Forces, some kind of

international police with adequate training and

skills, and the capacity of reacting quickly

in violent conflict areas. This process has to

follow, at least, two conditions: 1) The respect to

the subsidiary principle: everything that can be

solved in a small ambit, it should not be solved

in bigger one (local-international). 2) A clear

regulation of the control of this International

Force (only have a look into the different

meanings of the police force in a democratic

state and in a dictatorship). Consequently this

point is directly connected with the next one.
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Improvement of the UN's structure and

functions. The limit and tine few efficiency and

transparency of some UN actions is evident.

However, tine UN system is necessary. Witlnout

its intervention, probably a lot of things would

have worked worst. But, if UN must assume

with guaranty all the points we have quoted

above, it is necessary to go forward in its

representative functions, democratization and

in its economic, juridical and human resources.



Arms manufacture and arms trade control.

We have to forbid mass destruction weapons

and continuous witli tine progressive restriction

of conventional arms manufacture and its

trade. It is also necessary to go forward in the

conversion of the military industry into civil

industry.
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Full recognition of the right to be a

conscientious objector against any kind of

collaboration in war preparation such as

military service objection, draft resisters,

military tax objection, military research

objection, etc. Any way to refuse militarism,

armament race and violence are inestimable

contributions for peace. We defend the full

recognition and the legal protection of these

rights.
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Diffusion and promotion of the Nonviolence.

Nonviolence is tine antlnropological root of

pacifism. Witliout it, it is easy to find deep

contradictions. Nonviolence is both away

of life and a method of action and fight. The

research of True, Justice, Love and Freedom

(also towards our adversaries) allow us to act

in different ways in front of the conflicts, both

personal and collective. The nonviolent person

refuses neutrality, surrender, passivity and

violence. The deep inner force to acquire these

attitudes and to impregnate our activities with it

is also peace work.

1^^' ^ http://www.myspace.com/animicblog

•v^'^/I About Animic:

Animic live together at the foot of Montserrat

: 1^; mountain, in a little town called Collbato,

v-^^'^!^ 2003 they have disregarded the idea of being

M);"^!
';'; part of any record company and have tried to

V keep a do it yourself philosophy They have got

^
rid of the concept "maquette" turning all their

work into self-produced records. They have

'.'J
;-; recorded and produced about ten records,

,

'.*;'''
four of them self-published. With their latest

self-published work Himalaya, co-produced

with the great Ricky Faulkner, they have

A achieved excellent reviews in the best Spanish

press and they are known as "a family of friends



Dot tape dot ^

Peace education for all the people is the

way to establish a Peace Culture. Peace

education is not an exclusive matter for cliildren

in tine scliool. We, tine adults, are responsible

to walk all the steps that will close us to a

peaceful world. Nobody can give our children

the responsibility to solve problems that we

do not know how to solve or we do not want to

solve. To project our fears into our children is

something that creates to them futile anxieties.

Peace education involve an alternative

presentation of the history remarking as positive

factors not the military victories against others

but those victories which have improved the

living conditions over the earth. The historical

and fiction heroes, the self-identification

models, the dominant values, etc., have to be

revised under this peace education, culture of

peace perspective.

http://www.ambulatore.eom/.tape.

m

. v^^-,-' About Dot tape dot:

' v^^^^ 1^°^ tape dot (aka.tape) is Daniel

'.l^

.

" ; musician born in Aviles (Asturias)

His work is based on sound experimentation

with field recordings, acustic instruments of

>:y#;y> different nature (toys, traditional instruments)

and software.





Fundacio per la Pau

'Music for peace - 25 arguments beyond the message'

is a project by Fundacio per la Pau and Plilow.es: tlie

spanisli free music magazine coordinated by

Applejux.org.

ll
comocrearhistorias.com
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Grapliic design:

como crear [listerias

Pliotograpliy:

Mikel Aramendia

Mastering:

Juan Prieto

Fundacio per la Pau:

http://www.fundacioperlapau.org

http://www.youtube.com/fundacioperlapau

http://www.facebook.com/fundacioperlapau

Phlow.es:

http://www.phlow.es
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